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In a recent paper W. Gautschi [l] obtained the following in-

equality for a non-nilpotent re-square matrix A:

(n \l/2 /     n \l/2

T.M")   =WAP\\ = coPk-^22\h\ip)

where ||.4||* = E?j=i l°o|2. P 1S an integer, c0 a constant depending

only on A, and k the maximum multiplicity of any characteristic

root of A. By a reduction to Jordan canonical form an inequality of

type (1) may be obtained for any convergent matrix power series

giA), g(z) = E"-o anzn, an real, which in the case g(z) =zv implies (1).

Theorem. Let g(z) have radius of convergence p>0. Let A be an

n-square matrix whose characteristic roots satisfy | X* | <p. Let the

multiplicity o/A, be kt, i = l, • • • , a, and & = max k{. Then if A is not

nilpotent there exists a constant c depending only on A such that

(n \l/2 /a       kj-l      I U . —   A \ 1/2

EU(x,-)|2)   s||fC4)||*«(g E ^?UwMl2) •

Proof. A very slight extension of Gautschi's argument yields the

lower bound. For by Schur's theorem [2] there exists a unitary

matrix U reducing A to triangular form D with characteristic roots

along the main diagonal. Then

UAU* = D   and    UU* = I

imply

IkWll2 = tr (g(A)g*(A)) = tr (g(A)g(A*))
= tr (Ug(A)g(A*)U*) = tr (Ug(A)U*Ug(A*)U*)

= tr (g(UAU*)g(UA*U*)) = tr (g(D)g(D*))

= tr (g(D)g*(D)) ^ E I g(\j) \2
j=i

since g(D) is a triangular matrix with g(X3) along the main diagonal.

To obtain the upper bound let T be such a nonsingular matrix that

r^4r_1 = diag (Ei, • • • , Ea) =diag Es; Ej=\jlj+ Uj, Ij the ^-square
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identity matrix and Uj the ife,-square matrix with 1 along the super-

diagonal  and  0  elsewhere.  Then  setting  c = ||r||||r-1||, we have

\\g(A)\\ = \\T-iTg(A)T-*T\\ = Wt-^TAT-^TW < c||g(diag £,)||

= c||diagg(£))||.

An elementary calculation shows (S. Lefschetz [3])

g(}i)   «<1>(Xy)-:-g(*r1>(Xf)/(*/-l)I

g(Pi) = g(Wi + Uj) =       •* gW(*i)

. 6 '■        g(\i)
and hence by summing down the diagonals,

lk(£,)||2 = Z ((*,• - s)/(sd2) | gc>(x,) |2

and

UA)\\2 = c2±\\g(Ei)\\2^c2±  £   i^|gu>(X,)K
,-i ,-i   -o       UO2

and the proof is complete.

H i(z) =zv we may easily estimate ||g(£,-)||. We distinguish two

possibilities:(i)^>Jfei-l,(ii)^)^ife,— 1. If (O.Xj^OimpliesHg^)!! =0,
and \j9^0 implies

||g(£3-)||* = | X3> *£j (*)\** ~ *) I h\~u ^ ci\ X^'p2*-2.

If (ii), X, = 0 implies \\g(Ej)\\2 = (ks-p)(pt)2^CiP2k-2, and again Xy^O

implies the same conclusion as in (i), where Ci and cj depend only on

the multiplicities and magnitudes of the X,-. Thus

ii ,,..11* ^ * **-*/    ,    Ai, i*A ^ * **-* ̂ i> i*p
\\g(A)\\   ^cp       U« + Ci£|Xy|    ) ^ Cop 22\*A

\ J-l / J-l

since A not nilpotent is equivalent to 22l-i IXyl'^O. Noting that

XXi U(Xy)|s= 22l-i |Xy|2p, Gautschi's result follows. We may
employ the inequality to unify conveniently the familiar results

concerning the asymptotic behavior of the system of ordinary dif-

ferential equations £=Ax, A an «-square constant matrix, x an

«-column vector, with fundamental matrix of solutions exp (tA).

Consider g(z)=exp (tz), gU)(z)=t' exp (tz), 1^0, and the resulting

inequality
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(ElexpOX^y'^llexp^H

(a      kj-1     (h.—  A \1/S

E E ^^lc«-«p<a,))|«)  .
,_i ,_o     (sly /

Letting ry = Re (Ay) we have

^Eexp(2r)-o)     ^ || exp (M) ||

E   E    ̂ -^e*p(2*,))
,_i  ,=o      (sly /

and we conclude immediately that:

(i) ry>0 for some j implies lim^o,, ||exp (£<4)|| = oo,

(ii) r,<0 for all j implies limt,^ ||exp (tA)\\ =0,
(iii) ry^O for all j and ry = 0 only if fe, = l implies ||exp (tA)\\

is bounded on [0, oo).

In case A is nilpotent, exp (tA) has as entries polynomials in /.
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